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ABSTRACT
Research on language attitudes concerns the identification of the beliefs people hold towards speakers of a particular variety (for instance, a dialect) or towards speakers with a foreign accent. While researchers have been very creative in finding methods for determining speaker attitudes towards their own and others’ linguistic productions, robots provide an excellent methodological tool to study language attitudes. We illustrate this methodology on the perception of transfer of speech melody from one’s mother tongue to a second language. Our results show effects of such transfer on the perception of the respective speaker; for instance, Danish speakers may be perceived as dominant when transferring their intonation contours to German, whereas Germans may appear formal when transferring their speech melody into Danish.
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1. Introduction
Many features of our linguistic productions may have direct interpersonal effects, i.e. they may have an impact on how we are perceived as a person (e.g. Giles et al. 1981). Sociolinguists address such issues in language attitude research, determining a) what linguistic features are relevant for how speakers are perceived, and b) what attitudes are connected to those linguistic features.

The most common method for studying language attitudes is the matched guise technique, originally introduced by Lambert et al. (1960). In this methodology, a bilingual speaker produces the same utterances in the two languages or dialects under consideration; participants are then asked to rate the speaker based on his or her voice concerning all suspected attitudes, such as his or her intelligence, social background, education etc. To disguise the fact that participants hear the same person twice, several other ‘distractor’ utterances from other speakers are played in between so that participants do not notice that they have heard the same voice before. The same speaker is used in order to ensure that the voice of the speaker and the potential clues it may give to the speaker’s personality do not introduce confounding factors but are identical across the target stimuli. While the method is not without problems, it is still commonly used today (e.g. Soukop 2013).

Now, using robots has several advantages: Since robots can serve as embodied interaction partners, they can take over human social roles, so that it is possible to study the effects of linguistic variables in interactional, and even behavioral, contexts (Fischer 2016; Fischer et al. 2019). Because robots can be both manipulated and completely controlled, they can be trusted to deliver the same behavior towards each participant. Furthermore, because two robots of the same kind look identical, efforts to disguise the speaker and distractor items are superfluous.

Andrist et al. (2013, 2015) first used robots to study the effects of certain linguistic features on the perception of the user. In their experiments, they had robots take turns in presenting information about sights to see, from which participants could then choose. The robots’ presentations differ in the kinds of clues to expertise that the robots were employing. While Andrist et al. (2013, 2015) switch the robot presenting, for instance, the expert versus non-expert stimuli during the interactions, this is obviously not possible when robots are speaking in different voices or varieties. We thus change the order of presentation only between subjects, so that each participant hears each robot consistently speaking in one way. We then ask people to rate the robots’ personalities in comparison.

Robots taking turns in presenting linguistic stimuli can thus provide an alternative to studying language attitudes using the matched guise technique or similar methods.

In the following, we illustrate the methodology using the transfer of aspects of speech melody from one’s mother tongue into a second language.

2. Example Study: Procedure
The study of intonation transfer involves some representation of the common intonation patterns in the source and in the target
language. However, identifying what is ‘typical’ can be problematic since intonation, i.e. speech melody, depends on many contextual factors, and to some extent also on the speaker him- or herself. To circumvent these problems, we decided for one specific situation both for the elicitation of the stimuli and for the experiment itself, namely asking questions in a questionnaire. In order to elicit naturally occurring speech melodies in the three languages under consideration, namely English, German and Danish, we recorded native speakers of Danish, German and English asking the demographic questions of a questionnaire. Then we manipulated the intonation contours of one file by imposing the intonation contour of the other file using PRAAT (Boersma 2001). We chose question intonation for the study since yes/no-questions in English and German typically end in a rising tone (cf. Bolinger & Bolinger 1989; Niebuhr 2015), whereas questions in Danish end in a level tone (Grønnum 2007). Figure 1 provides an example of the differences in intonation concerning the question ‘how old are you?’ In the manipulation, we imposed the final level tone from the Danish onto the German utterance with the original rising tone.
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Fig. 1: The intonation contours of the original German and Danish questions ‘how old are you?’ with rising final tone in German and level contour in Danish

The manipulation was carried out in a team of linguists and phoneticians to ensure the naturalness of the resulting questions.

In an online survey, two Keepon robots (Fig. 2) took turns in asking the questions, which the participants had to respond to. One Keepon used the original intonation, the other used the intonation from another language. For example, German participants heard three original German questions and three German questions of the same speaker with the manipulated intonation contours. Afterwards, they had to decide which of the two Keepon robots was more engaging, friendly, polite, dominant or formal (or the same). These attributes correspond to the suspected interpersonal effects of speech characteristics such as speech melody. We receive information on the social and attitudinal effects of non-native intonation.

3. Results

The results show overall significantly different evaluations of the robots for the German participants (N=45; $\chi^2$=15.5; p = 0.0165), near-significant differences for the native speakers of English (N=18; $\chi^2$=10.75; p=0.0964), yet no significant differences for the Danish participants (N=52; $\chi^2$=3.24; p=0.777). Post-hoc analyses show that Germans find the robot with Danish intonation dominant, while the Danish participants tend to perceive the robot with German intonation as formal (p=0.06).
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Figure 2: The two Keepon robots taking turns asking questions

4. Discussion

The experiment illustrates the use of robots for the controlled investigation of the effects of linguistic features on the perception of the respective speaker and thus on language attitudes. In the current experiment, we used real speakers, whose utterances we modified using speech manipulation software; an alternative is to synthesize speech directly in order to eliminate all potential impacts of voice quality and speaker personality that may influence the attitude participants may hold towards speakers and/or the linguistic varieties they speak.
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